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What even is TCS?
Read optimised view of entity metadata
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Fast
Called multiple times 

per user request

Secure
Services can only 
access their info

Multi Region
Regions can fail 

Cross region network 
is slow

Tier 0
Can’t fail, or else our 

cloud is down

Requirements



Slow (ish),
One Region,

Strongly 
Consistent

Fast,
HA,

Eventually 
Consistent

READS WRITES



Decoupled Read / Write Pipeline

Catalogue Service Transformers

TCS (us-east)

TCS (us-west)

TCS (eu-west)



Fast *Reads*
Called multiple times 

per user request

Secure
Services can only 
access their output

Multi Region
Regions can fail 

Cross region network 
is slow

Tier 0
Can’t fail, or else our 

cloud is down

Requirements for TCS



Catalogue Record















Don’t download and transform 
that every time

SLOW!



Confluence Transformer Output





Consumers
Jira, Confluence, Identity, Stride, Edge, 
Permissions (and more!)

Requests
US-EAST / WEST: 4k rps each 
EU: 4.5k rps

TCS in 
practice

Planned Consumers
Trello, Media, Stargate, Chilli, Org Service (also 
more!)
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Easy, just write an ASAP 
wrapper on Dynamo

OUR TEAM - 2016 (NAÏVE)



Can fail
Sometimes AWS is just down 
DNS resolution to a specific AZ can fail

Can ‘succeed’
Very slow response times randomly

Increases system load
As requests increase, increasing connections 
need to be held open / made to dynamo

Dynamo isn’t
magic
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So just use DAX?

EVERYONE POST MAY 2018



Still uses network
You still have to request DAX (it’s just very fast) 
All network / AWS issues can still apply

Expensive
Would double the cost of running the TCS in 
each region

Fairly recent
Full Micros support for DAX was only announced 
May 2018

DAX isn’t 
perfect
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If network calls are the issue, 
can we optimise such that the 
hot path doesn’t hit network?



Server Node Caches (SNS based)

Update



Server Node Caches (SNS based)

Invalidation



Server Node Caches (SNS based)



Dynamo Read Units

Units

Time

1,150

100



ELB Latency

Latency avg

Time

12 ms

1.5 ms



Conversations you never want



Graphs you never want



To Support
We pay for AWS high priority support. 
When you’re unsure in an incident 
about if it’s AWS, use it! 



The time required for Elastic 
Load Balancing to scale can 
range from 1 to 7 minutes

AWS DOCS (HTTPS://AWS.AMAZON.COM/ARTICLES/BEST-PRACTICES-IN-EVALUATING-ELASTIC-LOAD-BALANCING/)

https://aws.amazon.com/articles/best-practices-in-evaluating-elastic-load-balancing/


Doesn’t handle spikes
Time to scale up means that region failover case 
is not properly supported

Are not prewarmed
A new deployment will give you a nice small ELB 
which will almost immediately need to scale

Can just die
Instead of graceful degradation and 503ing some 
requests, actual ELB nodes can just fail

ELBs aren’t
magic
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To ALBs



… With Capacity
AWS beta allows preprovisioning ALB 
units so it won’t scale down below the 
given amount
 



Graphs you never want v2

Latency 

Time

7 ms

20 ms



Round robin 
routing

Least 
outstanding 

requests 
routing

ELB ALB



ALBs make slow nodes worse 
and direct more traffic there 
than ELBs

LOAD BALANCING



Probably isn’t Dynamo
We have a ~90%-95% cache hit ratio on each 
node, so we barely hit dynamo

The Caches I guess?
Pretty much the only other part of the request 
flow that isn’t SpringBoot

Isn’t the ALB
We just fixed that problem and have additional 
capacity

But why are 
the nodes 
slow?
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Request amortisation
Requests to the cache will often incur 
maintenance penalties 

Go cold
After the TTL a request will have to do a cold 
lookup again, which adds a lot of time

Have no throttling
If we get multiple requests at a time for a key, we 
hit the backing store multiple times

Caches aren’t
magic
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How About a Better Cache
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How About a Better Cache

Latency 

Time

6 ms

19 ms



Graphs you never want v3

Client Latency

Time

100ms

2-5 ms



Graphs you never want v3



Short cache times
Can’t have a long TTL or else risk caching 
incorrect information

Suboptimal fallback 
Typically have a static primary / secondary with 
requests going sequentially to both (or nothing!)

Are out of sync
It’s hard to do synchronised improvements that 
span client and TCS code

Clients aren’t
magic
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I’ll make my own client, with 
redundancy and long lived 
caches 

BENDER - PROBABLY



Micros supported Sidecars



Multi requests
Send requests to multiple 

TCSs

TCS sidecar

Easy Adoption
Exact same API, just on 

localhost

Long caches
Hook into parent TCS 

invalidations





Sidecar caches (SNS based)

Register

Register



Sidecar caches (SNS based)

InvalidationInvalidation



Sidecar caches (SNS based)



Sidecar caches - Micros Limitations

InvalidationInvalidation



Sidecar caches - Micros Limitations



Working Around Limitations



Dynamic primary 
Always request the fastest 

and most reliable TCS 

Sidecar multirequests

Stale Key Detection
Can determine when a key is 

updated in another TCS 

Short circuit
Return the first TCS that 

responds



Sidecar multirequests



Sidecar Compatibility



After
Unified way of accessing TCS with best 

of class implementation

Before
Every client has different config with no 
way of knowing what the TCS is doing



Resources
Clients will have different amounts of headroom. 
Be flexible and have a light footprint

Security
You have access to *all* the main services 
resources, including ASAP keys.

YBITRI
You build it… they run it. Be a good citizen and 
make sure you have good metrics / logs

Sidecars 
require work
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Edge Client Latency

Time

Latency

1 ms

0.3 ms



Confluence Client Latency

Time

Latency 

2.6 ms

1.2 ms



TCS Request Count (actual service)

Time

Requests

25,000/s

2,500/s



Adoption Status
Running fully in production for:
Jira, Confluence, Edge, Demux 
(your service?)



Blog
https://extranet.atlassian.com/pages/
viewpage.action?pageId=3963656059

https://extranet.atlassian.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=3963656059
https://extranet.atlassian.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=3963656059


Cost
$1000/month/region
Comparison: USS (tier 0) $5k, Jira (tier 1) $300k

Edge Latency
Avg: 0.1ms
p75: 0.00ms (we ran out of precision)
p99: 8.0ms

Resources
400 / 800 RW dynamo
6 Webserver nodes

Where is 
TCS now?
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Persistence is not magicSummary

Dynamo

[AE]LB

Caches

Clients

1

2

Make sure it scales
If your service needs to handle X rps / connections, make sure the 
backing store can actually deal with that load (or what it costs!) or cache 
around it

Make sure it meets SLAs
Do you need to return in X ms? Try abstracting around the backing store 
to avoid when it slows down

3 It can fail
Your backing store may just fail, should your service also fail for this?



Load balancing is not magicSummary

Dynamo

[AE]LB

Caches

Clients

1

2

Routing algorithms 
The algorithm used can drastically affect latency and load on your 
service.

It can fail
Load balancers are services too, they won’t always just work. Scale 
your LB appropriately, especially if using failover as a strategy



Caches are not magicSummary

Dynamo

[AE]LB

Caches

Clients

1

2

Popularity is not always best
The popular or most common solution may not be the one your service 
actually needs. Make sure you test alternatives in production style traffic

Know how it works
Does your cache amortise load? Does it offload it to a thread? What’s 
it’s eviction strategy? These things are important to know



Clients are not magicSummary

Dynamo

[AE]LB

Caches

Clients

1

2

They can fail
Their node can simply be overloaded, causing it to seem like your 
service is down from their perspective

They can have suboptimal behaviour
Clients do their best to implement what they think they need / want. This 
might not always be the best way to actually call your service, consider 
building a sidecar to offload this work



Thank you!
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“Cloud Provisioning Team” Room, go/tcs for docs


